SHOT GATHERS WE HAVE KNOWN
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Abstract
Unequivocal identification of reflections on shot gathers is not only necessary, it is mandatory
for meaningful interpretations of shallow, CMP stacked seismic sections. With shallow seismic shot
gathers from hundreds of sites, we have tackled the entire range of near-surface settings and associated
obstacles to high quality reflection sections. Imaging objectives have ranged from hydrogeologic characterization to fault mapping to stratigraphic variations. Drawing from this vast collection of shot gathers
over a diverse set of geologies and acquisition parameters, several basic rules of thumb can be developed and some acquisition lore refined. It is clear, the variety of factors that affect the spectral characteristics of a shallow reflection wavelet do so differently depending on their grouping. The principal factors
are cementation, saturation, particle size, site preparation (coupling, consistency, source depth, etc.),
source type, total energy, duration of input energy, uniformity of shallowest 3 meters, and recording
equipment. Shot gathers from near-identical near-surface geologies can be dramatically different with
only subtle changes in source/source coupling, saturation, or cementation. Never assume too much based
on depth to water table or how well sorted/ grain size alone.

Introduction
Shot gathers, also referred to as field files, provide the only definitive way to establish which
component of the wavefield makes up specific coherent events on CMP stacked sections. This is especially true for events in the upper 100 ms of a stacked section. Arrival characteristics for various parts of
the wavefield emerging from the first few ms of near-source chaos are highly dependent on the velocity
and composition in the shallowest 10 m of the earth crust. It is therefore essential that practitioners or
authors, regardless of experience or reputation, provide shot gather verification for coherent events interpreted as reflections on stacked section with two-way traveltimes less than 30 ms (Steeples et al., 1997).
As a matter of best practices, stacked reflections with a two-way traveltime less than 50 ms should be
confidently and absolutely correlated to an identifiable reflection on shot gathers (Büker et al., 1998).

Shot Gathers Targeting the Near Surface
When a seismic source imparts energy (noise and signal) into the ground, the entire wavefield
begins propagating away from the source at nearly the same instant. Separation of different energy
modes occurs as a function of time, source and receiver spacing, and modal velocity. Energy arriving on
a normal shallow shot gather will include direct arriving energy (direct body waves, air-coupled waves,
and ground roll) and indirect (diffracted energy, reflected energy, and refracted energy) (Figure 1)
(Miller and Xia, 1997). The hyperbolic shape and high apparent velocity of reflected energy is unique
(with the exception of diffractions) relative to other components of the wavefield. With increasing twoway traveltime and offset, therefore depth, the separation between first arrivals and surface waves
increases (Figure 2). Due to distinctly different velocities, early linear arriving refractions and later
arriving surface waves begin to diverge with time and offset from the source. This material-dependent
divergence increases the spatial and temporal window available for signal with increasing time. Within
the relative early time and short offset portion of the seismogram, non-reflection body-wave noise
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(Robertsson et al., 1996) and surface
waves (Baker et al., 1998) represent
major obstacles to accurate CMP
stacked seismic sections.
Diversity of Noise
Signal-to-noise ratios can vary

dramatically for typical high-resolution
shot gathers with data characteristics
ranging from broadband (multiple
octave) with a high percentage of signal (Figure 3a) to narrowband (less
than one octave) and a high percentage
of source noise (Figure 3b). As has
been demonstrated quite eloquently
(Hunter et al., 1984), high-resolution
reflection wavelets in the early time
portions of a seismogram and with
optimal wavelet characteristics will
arrive within a limited range of sourceto-receiver offsets and within a relatively narrow two-way traveltime
Figure 1. AGC scaled field files from two different places on the
window.
same line from Cherry Point, North Carolina. Reflection arrivals are
Most shallow seismic-reflec- apparent on both records. Note the changes in subtle reflections
tion shot gathers include coherent between 50 and 70 ms on (a) and (b) (from Miller and Xia, 1997).
noise guided waves when there is an
abrupt seismic contrast (water table or bedrock) in the upper 30 m (Robertsson et al., 1996). The first
arrivals (direct and refracted energy) and their associated guided waves can saturate the optimum
reflection window and mask high-resolution seismic reflections within the shallow portion of the
section, where on conventional data these coherent noise events are removed with standard top mutes.

Figure 2. Shot gather with surface wave and refraction interpreted to highlight their diverging nature on seismograms (from Miller et al., 2005).
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Figure 3. This 96-channel shot gather (a) is exceptionally broadband with reflection frequencies from 40 Hz to
over 500 Hz (3½ octaves). Display gains are responsible for all clipping outside the ground-roll wedge (from
Miller et al., 2007). In contrast, this 48-channel shot gather (b) possesses reflections that are within a narrow
frequency band between 100 Hz and 300 Hz (1½ octaves) (from Steeples and Miller, 1993).

Of course the most consistently troublesome and
frustrating is source-generated noise. In many cases
source noise is extremely difficult to remove without
adversely affecting reflections in the early time portions of the section (Figure 4). Difficulties separating
these different modes of the wavefield are mainly a
byproduct of the inherent similarities in phase
velocity and frequency of body waves and aliased
air-coupled waves.
Statics

Figure 4. Correlated shot gather with reflection
events showing diagnostic curvature and highfrequency wavelets. Air-coupled wave, ground roll,
and first arrivals all make extracting 60-ms reflection
extremely difficult (from Miller, 2006).

Structures and properties of rocks and sediments in the upper few hundred meters of the earth’s
crust are generally laterally and vertically inconsistent (Figure 5). This variability is lumped together
on conventional reflection surveys and called the
“weathered layer” (Telford et al., 1976), while on
near-surface data this is the target interval (Steeples
et al., 1997). The complex nature of this interval is
generally compensated on conventional data through
coherency processing and correlation statics on
conventional data sets (Cox, 1999). On near-surface
data extensive velocity analysis and minimal-offset
trace processing are necessary to extract reflections
that accurately represent the shallow subsurface. On
near-surface shot gathers, reflections must be
identified and enhanced after each processing step to
avoid creating a seismic cross section unrelated to
the real earth.
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Figure 5. 240-channel shot gather with 2.5 m receiver
spacing and IVI minivib source, scaled for display.
Dozens of reflections are interpretable in the upper
600 ms. Evident in reflections within the upper 100 ms
are extreme time undulations suggestive of lateral variations in materials (from Miller, 2003).

NMO Velocity
One of the biggest concerns on near surface
(upper 100 m) shot gathers, is the vertical velocity
gradient especially prevalent where a relatively thick
vadoze zone overlies saturated unconsolidated sediments (Miller and Xia, 1998). Although this phenomenon is intuitively obvious, compensating for it is
absolutely overwhelming (Bradford, 2002). NMO
curves from events within lower-velocity materials
intersect curves from deeper higher-velocity layers
on shot gathers due to the dramatic increase in NMO
velocity between soil over unconsolidated sediments
over saturated unconsolidated sediments over rock
(Figure 6). Therefore, to properly move out reflections from within the unconsolidated and consolidated materials without generating artifacts and
excessive noise from overlapping time shifts, a very

Figure 6. Representative shot gather from glacial/alluvial setting in eastern Minnesota. (a) Acoustic model of
four reflection events consistent with real data. (b) Digitally filtered and scaled shot gather showing the offsetdependent nature of shallow reflections (from Miller and Xia, 1998).
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severe NMO stretch mute must be applied or different time
portions of the data must be run through different and multiple
processing flows. Neither solution provides the “correct” answer.
At conventional depths, sufficient rock overburden has been
included in the normal moveout velocity of the shallowest
reflectors of interest that changes in curve geometry between
recorded reflections are minimal and never overlap within the
recorded spread.
Early Time on Shot Gathers
The early part of a seismogram is not only the most critical on high-resolution seismic-reflection data, but it is where the
vast majority of event identification and processing difficulties
occur. At early two-way travel times, signal is generally present
on an overwhelming minority of traces, thereby making establishing confidence in the mode and classification of an event
difficult when using trace to trace coherency. In many nearsurface settings the seismic wavefield recorded on a seismogram
can consist of more than 70% source noise above 250-ms twoway traveltime and more than 90% source noise earlier than
50 ms (Figure 7). On most shallow high-resolution seismograms
less than a half dozen traces out of as many as one hundred will
have non-zero values contributing to the true fold at a specific
two-way traveltime above 100 ms (Figure 8). It is much more
common for high-resolution seismic-reflection surveys to report
unsuccessful attempts to image a near-surface target than a conventional survey being unable to map a reflector package of
interest at more commonly investigated depths (Steeples, 2000;
Dasios et al., 1999).

Figure 7. 48-channel seismograph
record acquired with a seismic source
7.5 m away from the nearest seismic
sensors (Miller and Markiewicz, 2001).

Figure 8. Fully processed CMP gather
displaying character of the reflection
wavelets just before stacking. Even
though there are 120 traces that comprise this CMP, with the mutes that
have been applied, the fold based on
trace count is 120; however, based on
traces with data, the reflection at 50 ms
is only about 24 (from Miller, 2002).
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Amplitude Range on Shot Gathers
A high dominant-frequency source pulse
generally comes at the expense of energy output.
However, due to the required close proximity of
the source to nearest receivers for shallow highresolution reflection surveys, operational limits of
receivers or seismograph can easily be exceeded
with energetic sources (Figure 9). Contrary to
maintaining a sizable offset between source and
receivers for operational reasons is the need for
near vertically incident raypaths. Close-offset
traces are highly desirable in avoiding NMO
stretch issues that plague “longer” offset, highfrequency reflections; therefore, optimizing
recorded data necessitates use of lower energy
sources.
Create-a-Reflection
Bandpass filtering is one of the most commonly used pre-stack data-massaging techniques
for QC analysis and event identification on shallow high-resolution data. When applied without
an awareness of the target signal, the nature of
the noise, energy clipping, or previous muting,

Figure 9. 12-gauge Seisgun with some receivers fully
submerged and others planted into the creek bank, less
than 0.25 m for static water levels. Ground roll has
overdriven the near receivers, leaving squared-off
wavelets (from Miller et al., 2007).

reflection-like
artifact

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. (a) Clipped shot gather (b) band-pass filtered and scaled with square wave appearing reflection-like
artifact.
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bandpass filtering can generate artifacts that process into coherent reflections on CMP stacked sections
(Figure 10). Unlike conventional data where sufficient separation between reflections and surface wave
allow extension of coherent reflections into the noise cone, digital filtering can alias components of the
surface wave making them appear reflection-like.

Conclusions
Shot gathers are the mother’s milk of near-surface seismic reflection. Creating coherency on
CMP stacked sections from coherent source noise can be easily accomplished if the power of seismic
processing algorithms developed around conventional data sets and targets are not throttled back for
near-surface data sets. Shot gathers can be broken down to provide all the necessary insights necessary
to optimally processing and interpreting the seismic reflection data. Careful analysis of each individual
component of the seismic wavetrain is essential. Application of processing techniques that enhance the
signal at the expense of the noise must go hand-in-hand with continuous monitoring of changes in
reflections on shot gathers with each processing step.
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